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Abstract. Assuming that metropolitan city costs and the available resources for the realization of public facilities and services are scarce, if not minimal, as in the current economic situation, and in the light of a growing problem which is that of illegal buildings, it is no longer possible to continue to ignore financial tools that assume a certain relevance for financing urban regeneration. The issue of illegal buildings is strictly connected to pecuniary sanctions to obtain a “retrospective building permission” (sanatoria) and could represent a significant item of revenue and capital expenditure (or investment) in financing the public city. In this perspective, the article, analyzing the illegal building phenomenon from a local finance perspective, wants to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of revenues deriving from “retrospective building permission” as well as the financial management and urban planning capacity of local authorities. A first exploration, deriving from a departmental research on Terra di Lavoro, concerning the municipality of Casal di Principe in the province of Caserta.

1. Introduction

Illegal building is a typically Italian phenomenon, also if the challenge of “informal settlements” is widely recognized in international and national programmes fostering sustainable development [1]. In Italy, it is a serious and very old problem that three building amnesties (the last in 2003) could not solve it. In addition to the legal issues, illegal building has also had a strong territorial impact as in many Italian Regions, above all in the South where the phenomenon is particularly accentuated. As in the BES – Benessere Equo e Solidale - Report [2], in Campania Region, where the maximum intensity of the phenomenon has been recorded, in the last decade, it has been estimated that the share of illegal buildings is almost equal to the half of those built legally. The provinces of Naples and Caserta are the most affected by this problem, with many small and medium sized towns having lost their administrative boundaries, while the peri-urban areas are frequently transformed for urban uses by landowners, without any official planning permission and licenses. This settlements are characterised by a low level of physical quality, scarcity of standards and public facilities, compromising territories with a strong rural and agricultural vocation. This scenario recalls the serious problem of “soil consumption” for urban and infrastructural uses that nowadays is one of the main challenges in pursuing sustainable development [3].

The imminent constitution of the “Città metropolitana” (Metropolitan City) in the Italian administrative system, introduced by the reform of local authorities (Law 142/1990) and established by the legislation proposal approved on December 2013 (Delrio Decree n.1542), includes a large core city and smaller surrounding towns that are closely related to it with regard to economic activities and essential public services, as well as to cultural relations and territorial features. The legislation proposal, which is expected to streamline the provinces, forecasts the institution of ten metropolitan cities, including Naples.

Several studies have been carried out to define the Metropolitan Area of Naples with many alternative hypothesis, but the most sustainable seems that based on the awareness of the diffused urbanization processes of the last decades. It considers the Caserta Province as essential, correlating Naples and Caserta in a new Territorial Authority, definable as Campana Metropolitan City [4], as in Figure 1.
In this perspective, the problem of illegal buildings that characterize many municipalities comprised into the overall perimeter of metropolitan area, assumes a certain relevance if it is analyzed from a municipal finance perspective [5]. In fact, the phenomenon is strictly connected to the pecuniary "sanctions" to obtain the "retrospective building permission" (sanatoria), representing a significant item of revenue and capital expenditure (or investment) in financing the public city [6].

Assuming that metropolitan city costs and the resources available for the realization of community facilities and services are scarce, if not minimal, as in the current economic situation, in the face of a growing problem which is that of illegal buildings, it is no longer possible to continue to ignore financial tools that, in numerous municipalities of the arising Metropolitan City, may allow for the recovery of liveability for the community that is widely impaired. In general, the reduction of soil consumption, to be also realized by means of urban regeneration, should become an explicit goal in the implementation of a Metropolitan City Government [7].

In this perspective, to evaluate the efficacy of "retrospective building permission" tools, that can be assimilated to a development or redevelopment charge or contribution for public works (tassazione di scopo), the article wants to investigate the illegal buildings phenomenon from the local finance perspective. Analysis of the latest municipal budgets could help highlight both the efficiency and effectiveness of this tool (if used) as well as the financial management capacity of local authorities [8]. A first exemplification, deriving from a departmental research on Terra di Lavoro, concerning the municipality of Casal di Principe in the province of Caserta is presented in paragraph 3.

2. Illegal buildings and financial revenues in municipal budget

Over the last years, “the importance of budgets has grown significantly as cities face increasingly difficult expenditure and revenue decisions in an environment of increased demands of services and
infrastructure” [9]. According to the Italian legal system, Local Administrations (or Municipalities), on the basis of territorial government rules, concerned with planning and building matters and, above all, they have the faculty to transform urban areas. The right or permission to build is given under the payment of a correspondence public right, a concession fee or “contributo di costruzione” (development charge). This fee, corresponded to the municipality, is inserted into the Municipal Budget, the tool that sets out the local government’s plan for revenue and expenditure for an annual or multi-year period.

In the Municipal Budget, revenues are classified with “titles” (six titles) and “category”; the Title IV “Disposal of fixed assets, capital transfers from other governments and private entities” contain “concession fees and sanctions” (permessi di costruire e relative sanzioni) and in this title converge the pecuniary sanctions derived from the violation of the planning and building rules.

The sanctions are established on the basis of Presidential Decree No. 380/01, so called Testo Unico dell’Edilizia, that provides for building activities regulations. Particularly, three forms of sanctions are foreseen: 1) demolition; 2) pecuniary sanction; 3) free acquisition to the municipal assets. For the most relevant works (as new construction or building renovation) without permit, the penal sanction establishes the demolition; for less relevant works, there are pecuniary sanctions, which can vary from €516 up to the double of the increase of the building value resulting with the realization of the illegal works.

The Decree No. 380/01 also establishes that if the interventions are realized without building permit or in a different way or in absence of statement of the start of works (DIA - Denuncia Inizio Attività) or differently from it, the responsible of illegal works or the actual owner of the building can obtain the permit “in sanatoria” (or the retrospective building permit). This can happen if the intervention are in compliance with the planning and buildings rules in force both at the time of the realization of the building and at the time of presentation of the application. However, in order to obtain the “sanatoria” an amount equal to the double of contribution of construction must be paid.

In this perspective, and considering the illegal building phenomenon, the opportunity of financial recovery that could result from “oblations”, along with the concession fees and sanctions should not be underestimated (as has happened up until now), especially in light of the disastrous effects of the current economic recession on the budgets of local authorities, which are forced to deal with increasingly limited resources and an increasingly challenging internal stability pact.

In particular, in the regularization of unauthorized building, the Law of the Campania Region n. 10/2004 article 6 (size of the offering and concession fees, paragraph 3 and 4) already provides that the concession fees relating to unauthorised works under amnesty or sanatoria were increased by one hundred per cent of the amount established by current regulations and that the proceeds from this increase were primarily used by municipalities to meet the expenses necessary for the demolition of unauthorized buildings in their territories, as well as the implementation of measures for the redevelopment of unauthorized buildings.

With the Recovery Plan of Unauthorized Buildings, established by Campania Region Urban Planning Law 16/2004, the regularization process of unauthorized buildings takes a view of the whole and no longer a “case by case” perspective, facing the problem in overall terms, or the urban and environmental redevelopment or regeneration of entire urban areas and, especially, “suburban”, that in the province of Naples and Caserta, have developed everywhere, without any planning rules, in the total absence of urbanization and public services, frequently promoted by the expansion of the municipalities in peripheral areas for agricultural use.

In order to implement the plan, “sanctions” play a central role; but also this smart planning tool, aimed at regenerating or redeveloping unauthorized settlements, is still clearly having difficulty getting things off the ground, despite having been in existence for more ten years (there are very few the municipalities in Campania Region which have implemented it).

Moreover, it is important to underline that the revenues from the issuing of “building permits” introduced by Presidential Decree no. 380/2001 (the original former building permit or urbanization charges introduced by Italian Law 10/77) are constrained funds in the budget of the local authority,
to be used for financing the “public city” (such as the construction of primary and secondary urbanization works as well as the maintenance of the assets, etc.).

In addition, the revenues deriving from retrospective building permit or permit in sanatoria are constrained funds, intended, among the other things, for the demolition of works that are not subject to the amnesty; for interventions of urban and environment redevelopment; for the realization of primary and secondary urbanization works (as in the Law n.662/96). Both the revenues are registered in Municipal Budget at Title IV, but several financial laws during the last decade have contributed to distorting the original nature of these revenues, no longer exclusively finalized at capital expenditure or investments for the municipal infrastructure, but also for current expenditures, in the limit of 50% of the annual total.

3. An exemplification: the municipality of Casal di Principe

As in the Caserta Province Territorial Plan (approved in 2012), approximately 12,000 hectares has been built in absence of the Master Plans and the maximum concentration is in the Caserta and Aversa conurbation as well as the Domitian coast. Municipalities such as Casal di Principe, San Cipriano, Cancelllo Arnone, Villa Literno, Castel Volturmo, etc., already notorious because of organized crime [10], present a very high amount of illegally developed areas and it is not a case that are under judicial administration as a consequence of illegal building practices.

In particular, the municipality of Casal di Principe (21,000 inhabitants), object of a first exploration [11], is characterized by a strong deficiency of standard areas: the amount of planned public equipment should be 44,4 hectares while the amount of existing public equipment is only 6,1 hectares; most of the 35% of the urbanized area is illegal, concentrated in the Agricultural Area of the Master Plan.

Analyzing the Municipal Budget over the last five years, it is composed by two main financial documents: the preliminary budget (bilancio di previsione) and the final budget (conto consuntivo). With specific reference to the final budget, Table 1 shows a synthesis of the main revenues; in particular, the revenues deriving from the Title 4.05 “concession fees and sanctions” (not specified from the two different entries) show a significant decrease, especially during 2012 (see Table 2). In 2008 and 2009, the years with the most relevant revenues, the main amount comes from concession fees, no longer restricted to the investment expenditure for public facilities and urban recovery, but also usable for the current one, in spite of their original nature of development or redevelopment charges.

The decrement of revenues aimed to realise public facilities is accompanied to a diminution of expenditures for investments. Generally, municipal expenditures are classified in 4 main titles or functions and analyzing the current expenditures (Titles II of Budget) in the last years (Table 3), it is possible to verify a deep contraction in the functions concerning urban planning and territorial and environmental management.

| Table 1: Municipal Final Budget: revenues (2012-2008) |
|-----------------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| TIT. II TRASFERIMENTI e CONTRIBUTI | €1.397.325,28 | €1.111.025,35 | €4.303.054,93 | €4.444.709,07 | €5.874.285,63 |
| TIT. III ENTRATE ESTRATRIBUTARIE | €242.893,20 | €109.783,42 | €145.873,45 | €230.512,99 | €322.908,04 |
| TIT. IV ENTRATE DA ALIEN., TRASF., RISC.CREDITI | €679.175,39 | €6.057.543,14 | €8.892.885,64 | €6.515.101,81 | €3.064.863,02 |
| TIT. V ENTRATE DERIVANTI DA ACCENSIONI DI PRESTITI | €1.754.948,20 | €1.457.060,23 | €1.820.758,52 | €2.182.877,10 | €2.129.654,28 |
| Totale | €11.033.246,85 | €20.201.222,52 | €12.459.238,23 | €19.351.692,89 | €16.615.397,64 |
| Fondo cassa 1 gennaio | €3.135.399,14 | €1.664.670,65 | €3.076.877,88 | €1.607.759,35 | €5.993,55 |

1 It is important underline that some information or data do not result available in any institutional data bank on municipal bases; in particular, for the revenues deriving from the Title 4.05 “concession fees and sanctions” it was very difficult deducing the differentiation between the two different forms of revenue: building permit and permit in “sanatoria”.
“Concession fees and sanctions” revenues represent an important resource for a Municipality that, in 2011, fell into financial imbalance (as many others in the province of Caserta). For the concession fees, the Local Authority recently has provided to the adjustment and updating of the fees with Municipal Resolution n.5/2013 that, highlighting the gap between the real costs of public facilities, (increased in the last years and the charges), establish the updating of parametric schedules for primary and secondary urbanizations as well as for the construction costs.

However, as for the sanctions, it is urgent and necessary to proceed in the examination of the demands for building sanctions that are still unsold. This kind of revenue, in a municipality characterized by a high concentration of unauthorized buildings and scarce equipment and qualities of public facilities and services, could represent a significant opportunity to collect financial resources, “in order to improve both the efficiency and effectiveness of public services provided to the citizens” [12].

Finally, considering that the illegal building phenomenon also constitutes a particular form of “real estate submarket”, analyzing the municipality of Casal di Principe in terms of market value of residential buildings, over the period 2012-2002 (using the database for real estate market prices run by the Agenzia del Territorio - Land Registry- through OMI - Real Estate Observatory) it is possible to deduce a not particularly dynamic trend and a modest market appreciation (bad quality of buildings, absence of public facilities and services, etc.). The difference between central (B) semi central (C) and peripheral zones (D) is very low (see Figure 2 and Tables 4); in this last area, indicated in the Master Plan (Figure 3) as homogeneous zone D2 - productive, artisanal and commercial zone - several unauthorized buildings are localized. Moreover, in the zone indicated as Zone E (agricultural of urban safeguard), there is a high presence of unauthorized buildings that constitute a particular form of real estate submarket. The scarce transparency of the urban real estate market does not allow to distinguish among a market of legal products and a “submarket of illegal products”, object of sanctions and, indeed, of appraisal.

This observations allows to highlight what Carlo Forte wrote in the far 1970: <<The auspice is that the evaluation of pecuniary sanction for illegal buildings will be, in the future, a more and more infrequent eventuality in the appraisal survey as a result of a different urban planning awareness which will guarantee the respect of norms and laws>>. [13]. However, the actuality clearly demonstrates the degeneration of the phenomenon.
4. Some conclusions

The realization of Metropolitan Cities requires resources, interests and actors [14] because the resources available for the realization of community facilities and services are scarce, especially in the current economic conjuncture. In light of a growing problem which is that of illegal buildings and soil consumption, it is no longer possible to continue to ignore financial tools that, in numerous municipalities of the arising Metropolitan City, may allow for the recovery of liveability for the community that is widely impaired. If Metropolitan City must supply the municipalities that compose it and these municipalities must play an important role inside its quality of life and development [15], they must necessarily work in a perspective of efficiency and effectiveness for the sustainable management of the metropolitan territory.

Moreover, the illegal building phenomenon results very serious. Considering the severe situation in the Campania Region and especially in the provinces of Naples and Caserta, the research activity will proceed with a rigorous census and updating activities, nowadays ever more supported by GIS, together with a survey of the Technical Offices of the municipalities object of analysis, in a more general perspective of “reading the municipal budgets for reading territories” [16].
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